
Introduction

The practice of evidence-based medicine means
integrating individual clinical expertise

with the best available external evidence
from systematic research.

DAVE L. SACKETT

The creative principle of science
resides in mathematics.

ALBERT EINSTEIN

After all, to understand
is the intrinsic purpose of science,

and science is really much more
than mechanical computing.

ROGER PENROSE

Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM)

Over the past three decades, the following view has gained increasing favor
throughout the medical community: clinical practice should be based on the
critical evaluation of the results obtained from medical scientific research.
Today this evaluation is greatly favored by Internet which provides instanta-
neous online access to the most recent studies even before they appear in print
form. The possibility of instantaneously accessing quality-filtered and rele-
vance-filtered secondary publications (meta-analyses, systematic reviews, and
guidelines) has become real in routine practice.

This notion – a clinical practice based on the results (the evidence) given by
the research – has engendered a discipline: evidence-based medicine (EBM),
also referred to as evidence-based healthcare, or evidence-based practice
[MALONE, 2007]. In this context the term evidence is more closely associated
with the concepts of proof, demonstration, or testability than simply with visi-
bility or clarity. In fact, the general meaning of the new discipline suggests a
clinical practice no longer based on bequeathed knowledge, on opinions,
impressions, and perceptions, but on demonstrable proofs. EBM has been
defined as “the systematic application of the best evidence to evaluate the avail-
able options and decision making in clinical management and policy settings”,
i.e. “integrating clinical expertise with the best available external clinical evi-
dence from research” [EVIDENCE-BASED RADIOLOGY WORKING GROUP, 2001].
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Origins of EBM

EBM definitions

Patient’s values and choice

Top-down EBM

Bottom-up EBM

This concept is not new. The basis for this way of thinking was developed in
the 19th century (Pierre C.A. Luis) and during the 20th century (Ronald A.
Fisher, Austin Bradford Hill, Richard Doll, and Archie Cochrane). However, it
was not until the second half of the last century that the Canadian School led
by Gordon Guyatt and Dave L. Sackett at McMaster University (Hamilton,
Ontario, Canada) promoted the tendency to guide clinical practice using the
best results − the evidence − produced by scientific research [EVIDENCE-BASED

RADIOLOGY WORKING GROUP, 2001; Greenhalgh, 2006a]. This approach was
subsequently refined also by the Center for Evidence-Based Medicine (CEBM)
at University of Oxford, England [CENTRE FOR EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE

(http://cebm.net); MALONE, 2007].
Dave L. Sackett and coworkers stated that:
Evidence based medicine is the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of

current best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients.
The practice of evidence-based medicine means integrating individual clinical
expertise with the best available external evidence from systematic research
[SACKETT ET AL, 1996].

A highly attractive alternative but more technical definition, explicitly
including diagnosis and investigation, has been proposed by Anna Donald and
Trisha Greenhalgh:

Evidence-based medicine is the use of mathematical estimates of the risk, of
benefit and harm, derived from high-quality research on population samples,
to inform clinical decision making in the diagnosis, investigation or manage-
ment of individual patients [GREENHALGH, 2006b].

However, EBM is not only the combination of current best available exter-
nal evidence and individual clinical expertise. A third factor must be included
in EBM: the patient’s values and choice. “It cannot result in slavish, cookbook
approaches to individual patient care” [SACKETT ET AL, 1996]. Thus, EBM is
the integration of: (i) research evidence; (ii) clinical expertise; and (iii)
patient’s values and preferences [SACKETT ET AL, 1996; HUNINK ET AL, 2001;
MALONE AND STAUNTON, 2007]. Clinical expertise “decides whether the exter-
nal evidence applies to the individual patient”, evaluating “how it matches the
patient’s clinical state, predicament, and preferences” [SACKETT ET AL, 1996].
A synopsis of this process is given in Figure 0.1.

Two general methods are generally proposed for applying EBM [DODD,
2007; MALONE AND STAUNTON, 2007; VAN BEEK AND MALONE, 2007]
(Figure 0.2):

– the top-down method, when academic centers, special groups of experts on
behalf of medical bodies, or specialized organizations (e.g. the Cochrane col-
laboration; http://www.cochrane.org) provide high-quality primary studies
(original research studies), systematic reviews and meta-analyses, applica-
tions of decision analysis, or issue evidence-based guidelines and make
efforts to put them into practice;

– the bottom-up method, when practitioners or other physicians working in
routine practice are able “to ask a question, search and appraise the literature,
and then apply best current evidence in a local setting”, opening a so-called
audit cycle.
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Figure 0.1. The general scheme of evidence based medicine. See Figure 0.2 for the top-down and bot-
tom-up approaches to the best external evidence.

Figure 0.2. Top-down and bottom-up processes for evidence based medicine.
*Appropriateness criteria are not included in the top-down EBM method since they are based on expert
opinion, even though formalized procedures (such as the Delphi protocol) are frequently used and experts
commonly base their opinion on systematic reviews and meta-analyses [MEDINA AND BLACKMORE, 2007].
EBM = Evidence Based Medicine.



EBM limitations

We should note that the top-down method involves a small number of peo-
ple considered experts and does not involve physicians acting at the local
level. However, there is a difference between the production of systematic
reviews and meta-analyses (which are welcome as an important source of
information by local physicians who want to practice the bottom-up model)
and the production of guidelines which could be considered as an external
cookbook (mistaken for a mandatory standard of practice) by physicians who
feel themselves removed from the decision-making process [VAN BEEK AND

MALONE, 2007]. On the other hand, the bottom-up method (which was consid-
ered an EBM method before the top-down method [HOLLINGWORTH AND

JARVIK, 2007]) implies a higher level of knowledge of medical research
methodology and EBM techniques by local physicians than that demanded by
the top-down method. In either case, a qualitative improvement in patient care
is expected. At any rate, clinical expertise must play a pivotal role as integra-
tor of external evidence and patient’s values and choice. When decision analy-
ses, meta-analyses and guidelines provide only part of the external evidence
found by the local physicians, the two models act together, as hopefully
should happen in practice. Moreover, a particular aim of the top-down method
is the identification of gaps in knowledge to be filled by future research. In
this way, EBM becomes a method for redirecting medical research towards
improved medical practice [HOLLINGWORTH AND JARVIK, 2007].

However, EBM is burdened by limitations and beset by criticisms. It has been
judged as unproven, very time-consuming (and therefore expensive), narrowing
the research agenda and patients’ options, facilitating cost cutting, threatening pro-
fessional autonomy and clinical freedom [SACKETT ET AL, 1996; TRINDER, 2000;
MALONE AND STAUNTON, 2007]. At an objective evaluation, these criticisms seem
to be substantially weak due to the pivotal role attributed to “individual clinical
expertise” by EBM and to the general EBM aim “to maximize the quality and
quantity of life for the individual patient” which “may raise rather than lower the
cost of their care” as pointed out by Dave L. Sackett in 1996 [SACKETT ET AL, 1996].

Other limitations seem to be more relevant. On the one hand, large clinical
areas – radiology being one of them – have not been sufficiently explored by
studies according to EBM criteria. On the other hand, real patients can be total-
ly different from those described in the literature, especially due to the presence
of comorbidities, making the conclusions of clinical trials not directly applica-
ble. This event is the day-to-day reality in geriatric medicine. The ageing pop-
ulation in Western countries has created a hard benchmark for EBM. These
limitations may be related to a general criticism which suggests that the central
feature in the EBM perspective is the patient population and not the individual
patient [TONELLI, 1998; RAYMOND AND TROP, 2007]. Lastly, we should avoid
unbridled enthusiasm for clinical guidelines, especially if they are issued with
questionable methods [WOOLF ET AL, 1999].

However, all these limitations appear more as problems due to a still limited
development and application of EBM than intrinsic EBM limitations.
Basically, the correctness of EBM should be borne in mind, in that EBM aims
to provide the best choice for the individual real patient with the use of proba-
bilistic reasoning. EBM is investing significant effort towards improving con-
temporary medicine.
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Delayed Diffusion of EBM in Radiology and Peculiar Features
of Evidence-Based Radiology

Radiology is not outside of EBM, as stated by David L. Sackett and coworkers
in 1996: “EBM is not restricted to randomised trials and meta-analyses […]. To
find out about the accuracy of a diagnostic test, we need to find proper cross
sectional studies of patients clinically suspected of harboring the relevant dis-
order, not a randomised trial” [SACKETT ET AL, 1996]. Evidence-based radiolo-
gy (EBR), also called evidence-based imaging, first appeared in the literature
only in recent years.

Until 2000, few papers on EBR were published in nonradiologic journals
[ACHESON AND MITCHELL, 1993; NO AUTHORS LISTED (British Columbia Office
of Health Technology Assessment), 1997; NO AUTHORS LISTED, Int J Assess
Health Care, 1997; DIXON, 1997; MUKERJEE, 1999] and in one journal special-
ized in dentomaxillofacial radiology [LIEDBERG ET AL, 1996]. From 2001 to
2005, several papers introduced the EBM approach in radiology [EVIDENCE-
BASED RADIOLOGY WORKING GROUP, 2001; TAÏEB AND VENNIN, 2001; ARRIVÉ

AND TUBIANA, 2002; BUI ET AL, 2002; GUILLERMAN ET AL, 2002; KAINBERGER

ET AL, 2002; BENNETT, 2003; BLACKMORE, 2003; COHEN ET AL, 2003; GOERGEN

ET AL, 2003; MEDINA ET AL, 2003; BLACKMORE, 2004; DODD ET AL, 2004;
ERDEN, 2004; GILBERT ET AL, 2004; MATOWE AND GILBERT, 2004; GIOVAGNONI

ET AL, 2005]. Not until 2006 was the first edition of the book entitled Evidence-
Based Imaging published by L. Santiago Medina and C. Craig Blackmore
[MEDINA AND BLACKMORE, 2006]. The diffusion of EBM in radiology was
delayed. From this viewpoint, radiology is “behind other specialties” [MEDINA

AND BLACKMORE, 2007].
As a matter of fact, according to L. Santiago Medina and C. Craig Blackmore,

“only around 30% of what constitutes ‘imaging knowledge’ is substantiated by
reliable scientific inquiry” [MEDINA AND BLACKMORE, 2006]. Other authors esti-
mate that less than 10% of standard imaging procedures is supported by suffi-
cient randomized controlled trials, meta-analyses or systematic reviews [DIXON,
1997; RCR WORKING PARTY, 1998; KAINBERGER ET AL, 2002].

The EBR delay may also be linked to several particular traits of our discipline.
In fact, the comparison between two diagnostic imaging modalities is markedly
different from the well-known comparison between two treatments, typically
between a new drug and a placebo or standard care. Thus, the classic design of
the randomized controlled trial is not the standard for radiologic studies. What
are the peculiar features of radiology which need to be considered?

First of all, the evaluation of the diagnostic performance of imaging modal-
ities must be based on a deep insight of the technologies used for image gener-
ation and postprocessing. Technical expertise has to be combined with clinical
expertise in judging when and how the best available external evidence can be
applied in clinical practice. This aspect is just as important as “clinical expert-
ise” (knowledge of indications for an imaging procedure, imaging interpreta-
tion and reporting, etc). Dodd and coworkers showed the consequences of
ignoring a technical detail such as slice thickness in evaluating the diagnostic
performance of magnetic resonance (MR) cholangiopancreatography: using a
3-mm instead of a 5-mm thickness, the diagnostic performance for the detec-
tion of choledocholithiasis changed from 0.57 sensitivity and 1.0 specificity to

Evidence-based
radiology (EBR)

EBR delay

Particular traits of radiology

Tecnical expertise
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Reproducibility

High speed of technologic
evolution

From images to patients

The ALARA principle

0.92 sensitivity and 0.97 specificity [DODD ET AL, 2004]. If the results of tech-
nically inadequate imaging protocols are included in a meta-analysis, the con-
sequence will be the underestimation of diagnostic performance.

At times progress in clinical imaging is essentially driven by the develop-
ment of new technology, as was the case for imaging at the beginning of the
1980s. However, more frequently, an important gain in spatial or temporal res-
olution, in signal-to-noise or contrast-to-noise ratio is attained through hard-
ware and/or software innovations in pre-existing technology. This new step
broadens the clinical applicability of the technology, as was the case for com-
puted tomography (CT) which evolved from helical single-slice to multidetec-
tor row scanners, thus opening the way to cardiac CT and CT angiography of
the coronary arteries. Keeping up to date with technologic development is a
hard task for radiologists, and a relevant part of the time not spent with imag-
ing interpretation should be dedicated to the study of new imaging modalities
or techniques. For radiologic research, each new technology appearing on the
market should be tested with studies on its technical performance (image reso-
lution, etc.).

Second, we need to perform studies on the reproducibility of the results of
imaging modalities (intraobserver, interobserver, and interstudy variability), an
emerging research area which requires dedicated study design and statistical
methods (e.g. Cohen k statistics and Bland-Altman analysis). In fact, if a test
shows poor reproducibility, it will never provide good diagnostic performance,
i.e. sensitivity and specificity. Good reproducibility is a necessary (but not suf-
ficient) condition for a test to be useful.

Third, the increasing availability of multiple options in diagnostic imaging
should be taken into consideration along with their continuous and sometimes
unexpected technologic development and sophistication. Thus, the high speed
of technologic evolution has created not only the need to study theory and prac-
tical applications of new tools, but also to repeatedly start with studies on tech-
nical performance, reproducibility, and diagnostic performance. The faster the
advances in technical development, the more difficult it is to do the job in time.
This development is often much more rapid than the time required for perform-
ing clinical studies for the basic evaluation of diagnostic performance. From
this viewpoint, we are always too late with our assessment studies.

However, the most important problem to be considered with new diagnostic
technology is that “a balance must be struck between apparent (e.g. diagnostic)
benefit and real benefit to the patient” [DIXON, 1997]. In fact, a qualitative leap
in radiologic research is now expected: from the demonstration of the increas-
ing ability to see more and better, to the demonstration of a significant change
in treatment planning or, at best, a significant gain in patient health and/or qual-
ity of life – the patient outcome.

Lastly, we should specifically integrate a new aspect in EBR, i.e. the need to
avoid unnecessary exposure to ionizing radiation, according to the as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA) principle [NO AUTHORS LISTED, Proceedings
of the Second ALARA Conference, 2004; PRASAD ET AL, 2004; SEMELKA ET AL,
2007] and to governmental regulations [COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION,
1997; BARR ET AL, 2006; FDA RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH PROGRAM, 2008]. The
ALARA principle might be considered as embedded in radiologic “technical
and clinical expertise”. However, in our opinion, it should be regarded as a
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fourth dimension of EBR, due to the increasing relevance of radioprotection
issues in radiologic thinking and practice. A graphical representation of the
EBR process, including the ALARA principle, is provided in Figure 0.3.

Health Technology Assessment in Radiology and Hierarchy
of Studies on Diagnostic Tests

In the framework described above, EBM and EBR are based on the possibility
of obtaining the best external evidence for a specific clinical question. Now the
question is: how is this evidence produced? In other words, which methods
should be used to demonstrate the value of a diagnostic imaging technology?
This field is what we name health technology assessment (HTA) and particular
features of HTA are important in radiology. Thus, EBR may exist only if a good
radiologic HTA is available. As stated by William Hollingworth and Jeffry G.
Jarvik, “the tricky part, as with boring a tunnel through a mountain, is making
sure that the two ends meet in the middle” [HOLLINGWORTH AND JARVIK, 2007].

According to the United Kingdom HTA Programme, HTA should answer the
following four fundamental questions on a given technology [WHITE ET AL,
2000; HOLLINGWORTH AND JARVIK, 2007]:

1. does it work?
2. for whom?
3. at what cost?
4. how does it compare with alternatives?

Health technology assessment
(HTA) in radiology
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Figure 0.3. The process of evidence based radiology. ALARA = “as low as reasonably achievable”, with
reference to ionizing radiation exposure.



Efficacy, effectiveness
and efficiency

Hierarchy of studies
on diagnostic tests

The six-level scale

A one-way logical chain

Cost-effectiveness in HTA

In this context, increasing importance has been gained by the use of three dif-
ferent terms. While efficacy reflects the performance of medical technology
under ideal conditions, effectiveness evaluates the same performance under
ordinary conditions, and efficiency measures the cost-effectiveness [HILLMAN

AND GATSONIS, 2008]. In this way the development of a procedure in special-
ized or academic centers is distinguished by its application to routine clinical
practice and from the inevitable role played by the economic costs associated
with implementation of a procedure.

To evaluate the impact of the results of studies, i.e. the level at which the
HTA was performed, we need a hierarchy of values. Such a hierarchy has been
proposed for diagnostic tests and also accepted for diagnostic imaging modal-
ities. During the 1970s, the first classification proposed five levels for the
analysis of the diagnostic and therapeutic impact of cranial CT [FINEBERG ET

AL, 1977]. By the 1990s [FRYBACK AND THORNBURY, 1991], this classification
had evolved into a six-level scale, thanks to the addition of a top level called
societal impact [THORNBURY, 1994; MACKENZIE AND DIXON, 1995;
THORNBURY, 1999]. A description of this scale was presented more recently in
the radiologic literature [EVIDENCE-BASED RADIOLOGY WORKING GROUP, 2001;
SUNSHINE AND APPLEGATE, 2004].

This six-level hierarchy scale (Table 0.1) is currently widely accepted as a
foundation for HTA of diagnostic tools. This framework provides an opportu-
nity to assess a technology from differing viewpoints. Studies on technical per-
formance (level 1) are of key importance to the imaging community and the
evaluation of diagnostic performance and reproducibility (level 2) are the basis
for adopting a new technique by radiologists and clinicians. However, radiolo-
gists and clinicians are also interested in how an imaging technique impacts
patient management (levels 3 and 4) and patient outcomes (level 5) while
healthcare providers wish to ascertain the costs and benefits of reimbursing a
new technique, from a societal perspective (level 6). Governments are mainly
concerned about the societal impact of new technologies in comparison to that
of other initiatives they may be considering.

Note that this hierarchical order is a one-way logical chain. A positive effect
at any level generally implies a positive effect at all preceding levels but not
vice versa [HOLLINGWORTH AND JARVIK, 2007]. While a new diagnostic tech-
nology with a positive impact on patient outcome probably has a better techni-
cal performance, higher diagnostic accuracy, etc. compared with the standard
technology, there is no certainty that a radiologic test with a higher diagnostic
accuracy results in a better patient outcome. If we have demonstrated an effec-
tive diagnostic performance of a new test (level 2), the impact on a higher level
depends on the clinical setting and frequently also on conditions external to
radiology. This must be demonstrated with specifically designed studies. As a
matter of fact, we might have a fantastic test for the early diagnosis of disease
X but, if no therapy exists for that disease, no impact on patient outcomes can
be obtained. HTA should examine the link between each level and the next in
the chain of this hierarchy to establish the clinical value of a radiologic test.

Cost-effectiveness should be included in HTA at any level of the hierarchic
scale as cost per examination (level 1), per correct diagnosis (level 2), per inva-
sive test avoided (level 3), per changed therapeutic plan (level 4), per gained
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quality-adjusted life expectancy or per saved life (levels 5-6) [HOLLINGWORTH

AND JARVIK, 2007].
New equipment or a new imaging procedure should have extensive HTA

assessment before it is adopted in routine practice. Thereafter a period of clin-
ical evaluation follows where diagnostic accuracy is assessed against a known
gold standard. Indeed, the radiologic literature is mainly composed of level 1
(technical performance) and level 2 (diagnostic performance) studies. This is
partly inevitable. The evaluation of the technical and diagnostic performance
of medical imaging is a typical function of radiologic research. However, radi-
ologists less frequently study the diagnostic impact (level 3) or therapeutic
impact (level 4) of medical imaging, while outcome (level 5) and societal
impact (level 6) analysis is positively rare in radiologic research. A “shortage
of coherent and consistent scientific evidence in the radiology literature” to be
used for a wide application of EBR was noted in 2001 [EVIDENCE-BASED

RADIOLOGY WORKING GROUP, 2001]. In recent years, several papers have
appeared exploring levels higher than those concerning technical and diagnos-
tic performance, such as the Scottish Low Back Pain Trial, the DAMASK
study, and others [GILBERT FJ ET AL, 2004; BREALEY ET AL, for the DAMASK
TRIAL TEAM, 2007; OEI ET AL, 2008; OUWENDIJK ET AL, 2008].

This lack of evidence on patient outcomes is a void also for well established
technologies. This is the case for cranial CT for head injuries, even though the
diagnostic information yielded by CT was “obviously so much better than [that]
of alternative strategies that equipoise (genuine uncertainty about the efficacy of

Shortage of scientific
evidence in radiology

Introduction 9

Table 0.1. Hierarchy of studies on diagnostic tests

Level Parameters under investigation

6. Societal impact Cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analysis from a social perspective

5. Patient outcomes Fraction of patients improved with the test compared with fraction
improved without the test; difference in morbidity between the patients
with the test and those without the test; gain in quality-adjusted life
years (QALYs) obtained by the patients with the test compared with
those without the test

4. Therapeutic impact Fraction of patients for whom the test is judged useful for treatment
planning or for whom the treatment planning is modified on the basis
of the information supplied by the test

3. Diagnostic impact Fraction of patients for whom the test is judged useful for reaching the
diagnosis or for whom the diagnosis is substantially modified after the
test; positive and negative likelihood ratios

2. Diagnostic performance Sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value, negative predic-
tive value and receiver operator characteristic (ROC) analysis; intraobserv-
er, interobserver and interstudy reproducibility

1. Technical performance Gray scale range; modulation transfer function change; sharpness; spa-
tial resolution, in-plane (line pairs per mm, pixel size) and through-the-
plane (slice thickness), integrated in voxel size; signal-to-noise ratio; con-
trast resolution (contrast-to-noise ratio); time resolution (images/sec) etc

Sources: THORNBURY, 1994; SUNSHINE AND APPLEGATE, 2004; with modifications. In particular, reproducibility studies were
added at level 2.



Reasons for shortage of high
level radiologic studies

Pragmatic studies

a new medical technology) was never present” and “there was an effective treat-
ment for patients with subdural or epidural hematomas – i.e. neurosurgical evac-
uation” [HOLLINGWORTH AND JARVIK, 2007]. However, cases like this are very
rare, and “in general, new imaging modalities and interventional procedures
should be viewed with a degree of healthy skepticism to preserve equipoise until
evidence dictates otherwise” [HOLLINGWORTH AND JARVIK, 2007].

This urgent problem was recently highlighted by Christiane K. Kuhl and
coworkers for the clinical value of 3.0-T MR imaging. They state: “Although
for most neurologic and angiographic applications 3.0 T yields technical
advantages compared to 1.5 T, the evidence regarding the added clinical value
of high-field strength MR is very limited. There is no paucity of articles that
focus on the technical evaluation of neurologic and angiographic applications
at 3.0 T. This technology-driven science absorbs a lot of time and energy –
energy that is not available for research on the actual clinical utility of high-
field MR imaging” [KUHL ET AL, 2008]. The same can be said for MR spec-
troscopy of brain tumors [JORDAN ET AL, 2003; HOLLINGWORTH AND JARVIK,
2007], with only one [MÖLLER-HARTMANN ET AL, 2002] of 96 reviewed articles
evaluating the additional value of MR spectroscopy which compared this tech-
nology with MR imaging alone.

There are genuine reasons for rarely attaining the highest impact levels of
efficacy by radiologic research. On the one hand, increasingly rapid technolog-
ic development forces an endless return to low impact levels. Radiology was
judged as the most rapidly evolving specialty in medicine [DIXON, 1997]. On
the other hand, level 5 and 6 studies entail long performance times, huge eco-
nomic costs, a high degree of organization and management for longitudinal
data gathering on patient outcomes, and often require a randomized study
design (by way of example, the average time for 59 studies in radiation oncol-
ogy up to publication of the results reviewed in 2005 was about 11 years
[SOARES ET AL, 2005]). In this setting, there are two essential needs: full coop-
eration with clinicians who manage the patient before and after a diagnostic
examination, and methodologic and statistical expertise regarding randomized
controlled trials. Radiologists should not be afraid of this, as it is not unfamil-
iar territory for radiology. More than three decades ago, mammographic
screening created a scenario in which the early diagnosis by imaging con-
tributed to a worldwide reduction in mortality from breast cancer, with a high
societal impact.

Lastly, alternatives to clinical trials and meta-analyses exist. They are the so-
called “pragmatic” or “quasi-experimental” studies and “decision analysis”.

A pragmatic study proposes the concurrent development, assessment, and
implementation of new diagnostic technologies [HUNINK AND KRESTIN, 2002].
An empirically based study, preferably using controlled randomization, inte-
grates research aims in clinical practice, using outcome measures reflecting the
clinical decision-making process and acceptance of the new test. Outcome
measures include: additional imaging studies requested; costs of diagnostic
work-up and treatments; confidence in therapeutic decision-making; recruit-
ment rate; and patient outcome measures. Importantly, time is used as a funda-
mental dimension, as an explanatory variable in data analysis to model the
learning curve, technical developments, and interpretation skill. Limitations of
this approach can be the need of dedicated and specifically trained personnel
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and the related economic costs to be covered by presumably governmental
agencies [JARVIK, 2002]. However, this seems to demonstrate the potential for
responding to the dual demand of the increasing pace of technologic develop-
ment in radiology and the need to attain higher levels of radiologic studies, thus
in a single approach obtaining data on diagnostic confidence, effect on therapy
planning, patient outcome measures and cost-effectiveness analysis.

Decision analysis, based on deductive reasoning, tries to overcome the lim-
ited external validity associated with clinical trials [HUNINK ET AL, 2001;
LAUNOIS, 2003]. It is a tool for evaluating a diagnostic test on the basis of
patient outcome using intermediate outcome measures such as sensitivity and
specificity obtained by already published studies. Different diagnostic or ther-
apeutic alternatives are visually represented by means of a decision tree and
dedicated statistical methods are used (e.g. Markov model, Monte Carlo simu-
lation) [PLEVRITIS, 2005; HUNINK ET AL, 2001]. This method is typically used
for cost-effectiveness analysis. For instance, it was recently used for simulat-
ing the effectiveness of mammography, MR imaging, or both for screening of
breast cancer in women carriers of BRCA1 mutations [LEE ET AL, 2008].

A simple way to appraise the intrinsic difficulty in HTA of radiologic proce-
dures is to compare radiologic with pharmacologic research (see Chapter 8).
After the chemical discovery of an active molecule, its development, cell and
animal testing, the phase I and phase II studies are carried out by the industry
with the participation of very few clinicians (for phase I and II studies). Very
few academic institutions and large hospitals are involved in this long phase
(commonly about ten years). When clinicians become involved in phase III
studies, i.e. large randomized trials for registration, the study aims have already
reached level 5 (outcome impact). Radiologists have to climb 4 levels of
impact before reaching the outcome level. Of course it is possible to imagine a
world in which even radiologic procedures are tested for outcome endpoints
before entering clinical practice, but the real world is different, such that we
have much more technology-driven research from radiologists than radiolo-
gist-driven research on technology.

Why do we Need Biostatistics?

The application of EBM implies a fundamental difficulty. Not only producing
scientific evidence but also reading and correctly understanding the medical lit-
erature, in particular summaries of the best results such as systematic reviews
and meta-analyses, requires a basic knowledge of and confidence with the prin-
ciples and techniques of biostatistics. In fact, this is the only way to quantify the
uncertainty associated with biological variability and the changes brought about
by the patient’s disease. This theoretical background is now emerging as very
important expertise to be acquired by any physician of the new millennium.

Quantification of data variability and its presentation comprise the field of
descriptive statistics. This branch of statistics enables us to describe the sam-
ple under investigation by summarizing its features with diagrams or graphs
and various parameters (mean, standard deviation, median, etc.). The quantifi-
cation of uncertainty is needed to understand the probability we have if we
apply the results of a study to the general population from which the study sub-

Decision analysis

Looking at the pharmacologic
research

Descriptive statistics
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Inferential statistics

Difference between
statistical significance
and clinical relevance

jects were drawn, i.e. when we use inferential statistics. This allows us to pro-
pose a general view and a theoretical model of the phenomenon under investi-
gation. In this way, we can anticipate future events, namely we can make an
inference. This is a deduction which evaluates whether the results of a study on
a sample size can be applied to the general population, with a controlled error
probability. As a consequence, there is a close proximity between inferential
statistics and probability theory.

Although biostatistics uses mathematical tools, which may be very simple or
quite sophisticated, the problem is never a question of simple mechanical com-
puting (today many software packages can adequately do the job). It is rather
a question of understanding the meaning of the figures we obtain and the way
we obtain them, both theoretically (what precisely do we mean by specificity
or likelihood ratio?) and practically, for clinical decision-making.

Note that while a statistically significant result can be lacking clinical rel-
evance, clinically relevant evidence should be based on statistical signifi-
cance. A study can produce very high statistical significance without having
any clinical utility. Who would use an anti-hypertensive drug which system-
atically (i.e. in all subjects) reduces arterial pressure by 1 mmHg compared
with standard treatment? On the other hand, the considerable effect of a new
drug against a form of cancer, if real, will be demonstrated in a controlled
study (i.e. compared with standard treatment) which shows a significant
increase in the disease-free interval or survival time. In other words, the size
of a statistically significant difference needs to be evaluated to conclude that
it is also clinically relevant, while a clinically relevant difference, to become
evidence, must produce a statistically significant difference in a high-quali-
ty study.

A particular aspect plays a role in clinical radiologic research. Even for sim-
ple studies on diagnostic performance (sensitivity, specificity etc.), the com-
mon lack of assumptions needed for applying parametric statistical methods
(based on the direct computing of measured data) makes nonparametric statis-
tical methods (based on qualitative classes or ranks, or other tools) frequently
needed. However, understanding nonparametric statistics requires preliminary
knowledge of basic parametric statistics.

There are several reasons for the prevalent use of nonparametric statistical
methods in radiology. The most important are as follows: the frequent use of
nominal scales of measurement, often simply dichotomous (positive or neg-
ative) or ordinal (a typical example is the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data
System, BI-RADS®, scale [AMERICAN COLLEGE OF RADIOLOGY, 2003]); the
limited possibility of demonstrating the normal distribution of continuous
numerical data in a small sample size (a necessary assumption for using para-
metric statistical methods); and the high frequency of a small sample size. As
a consequence, most books concerning general medical statistics appear
barely appropriate for radiologists. These texts commonly dedicate numerous
pages to parametric methods and very few pages to nonparametric methods,
and even when nonparametric methods are extensively explained, no specif-
ic reference to their use in diagnostic imaging is available. An exception to
this trend in Italy is Guida alla Statistica nelle Scienze Radiologiche by
Professor Guido Galli, a nuclear physician from the University of Rome
School of Medicine [GALLI, 2002].
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The Structure of this Book

All these reasons explain the need for radiologists to possess knowledge in
applied biostatistics. In the following chapters we will propose such knowl-
edge, giving greater priority to logic than to computing.

In Chapter one we describe the classic tools for the quantification of diag-
nostic performance typically used in radiologic studies: sensitivity, specifici-
ty, predictive values, overall accuracy, and receiver operator characteristic
(ROC) curve. Moreover, we introduce here the likelihood ratios which quan-
tify the power of a diagnostic test, i.e. the ability of the test to modify the dis-
ease (or non-disease) probability, up to now rarely used in radiologic studies.
In this context, we show some aspects of probability theory and present
Bayes’ theorem.

In Chapter two we define the concept of variable and the different types
of variables with reference to their scales of measurement, as well as some
essential principles of descriptive statistics, normal distribution, and confi-
dence intervals. Indeed, understanding the scales of measurement is essen-
tial for choosing a statistical test applicable to the data to be analyzed. Being
familiar with normal distribution is a must for the use of all tools in biosta-
tistics. Confidence intervals can be thought of as a conceptual and practical
bridge between descriptive and inferential statistics: they define a range of
variability in the results in the event the same study were to be repeated for
a sample with the same size of patients having the same characteristics. An
important trend in recent times is the increasing emphasis radiologic jour-
nals have been giving to confidence intervals. The presentation of the 95%
confidence intervals should be considered mandatory for all indices of diag-
nostic performance.

Chapter three is dedicated to the theory of the scientific experiment, namely
to the null hypothesis and statistical significance. This topic has the greatest
philosophic and methodologic implications. We explain why the demonstration
of an experimental hypothesis (e.g. that two diagnostic options have a different
sensitivity for a given disease) must be obtained by working on an antithetical
hypothesis (i.e. that there is no difference in sensitivity between the two diag-
nostic options) which we name null hypothesis. The researcher’s aim is to
demonstrate that the null hypothesis is sufficiently improbable to accept the
indirect conclusion that the experimental hypothesis is probably true. However,
this conclusion is never demonstrated in a direct and definitive way.

While in Chapter four we provide some of the essentials of parametric sta-
tistics and the assumptions required for the application of parametric statisti-
cal tests, in Chapter five we describe the most important nonparametric statis-
tical tests and the assumptions needed for their application.

In Chapter six we define the concepts of association, correlation, and regres-
sion and propose the techniques for their quantification. Particular attention is
paid to the differentiation between association or correlation between two vari-
ables and the deduction of the cause-effect relationship, the latter never being
provable on the basis of a statistical calculation alone.

In Chapter seven we present the most important techniques for evaluating the
reproducibility of the result of a diagnostic test, either for continuous variables
(Bland-Altman analysis), or for nominal and ordinal variables (Cohen k). Here

Chapter 1:
diagnostic performance

Chapter 2: variables,
scales of measurement,
normal distribution,
confidence intervals

Chapter 3: null hypothesis
and statistical significance

Chapter 4: parametric statistics

Chapter 5: nonparametric
statistics
Chapter 6: association,
correlation and regression

Chapter 7: reproducibility
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Chapter 8: study design,
sample size, systematic reviews

(meta-analysis),
levels of evidence

Chapter 9: bias

Chapter 10: recommendations
for writing a radiologic paper

What you will not find
in this book

Do not skip the examples

Formulas

we introduce the concept of intraobserver and interobserver variability. These
kinds of studies are currently highly appreciated for their ability to define the
practical role of old and new imaging techniques.

In Chapter eight the reader will find the principal types of study in relation
to their design (observational or randomized experimental; prospective or ret-
rospective; longitudinal or transversal; etc.) as well as a general description of
the methods for calculating the sample size, i.e. the number of patients which
need to be enrolled in a prospective study in order to obtain an acceptable prob-
ability of demonstrating the experimental hypothesis. Here we also include a
short section on systematic reviews, namely those studies which gather togeth-
er the information contained in already published studies on a given topic, con-
duct a critical appraisal of the methods used in those studies, select the studies
according to predefined quality standards, and pool the results of the selected
studies to provide a new and more reliable overall result, using dedicated sta-
tistical methods (meta-analysis). Afterwards, we define the so-called levels of
evidence of radiologic studies.

In Chapter nine we present a list (without doubt incomplete) of the errors to
be avoided in radiologic studies. In other words, we list the potential sources
of bias that should be recognized as readers and avoided or, at least, limited and
explicitly acknowledged as authors.

Finally, in Chapter ten we provide a series of practical recommendations for
writing a radiologic study, with particular reference to the content of the four
sections of the body of the paper and its logical structure (Introduction,
Materials and Methods, Results, and Discussion) and the two essential accom-
panying items (Abstract and References).

The subject matter of this book clearly falls short of exhaustively treating
biostatistics in radiology, in part because radiology is transversally cross-linked
with all medical subspecialties. However, a number of statistical techniques
which can be used in radiologic research are not considered in this book. For
example, the reader will not find suggestions for statistical and graphical meth-
ods for describing data; moreover, logistic regression, multiple regression, the
concept of absolute and relative risk, survival curves, and non-inferiority stud-
ies are not treated. We have avoided these topics in order to produce a book
capable of introducing biostatistics to radiologists. While it is only a prelimi-
nary approach to biostatistics, the volume does have the advantage of present-
ing the topic from the particular viewpoint of radiology.

All the examples are progressively numbered in each chapter and drawn
from the radiologic literature or invented ad hoc to facilitate the reader’s under-
standing of the theoretical concepts. We recommend that the reader who has
grasped a theoretical definition should not skip the examples, as they could be
a useful aid for committing the theoretical concept to memory. Similarly, we
advise the reader who is having difficulty coming to grips with the theoretical
definition to go straight to the following example as this could immediately
shed light on the theoretical problem.

A final word of advice. Throughout the book the reader will find several
mathematical formulas. These have been included in their entirety for the read-
ers willing to understand the mechanism of computing. However, a thorough
understanding of the formulas is by no means required to grasp the general
sense of the concepts and their practical use.
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It is far from our intention to educate radiologists so that they can replace
statisticians, as this appears neither possible nor useful. Instead it is our aim
educate radiologists so that they may interact with statisticians with proficien-
cy and critical judgment.
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